Kit’s Reading List

Juvenile Fiction

*Better to Wish* by Ann M. Martin (CD J Fiction MAR) (J Fiction MAR)

*The Blue Comet* by Rosemary Wells (J Fiction WEL)

*Bud, Not Buddy* by Christopher Paul Curtis (J Fiction CUR)

*Christmas After All: the Diary of Minnie Swift* by Kathryn Lasky (Holiday J LAS)

*Every Day After* by Laura Golden (J Fiction GOL)

*Intruders at Rivermead Manor: a Kit’s Mystery* by Kathryn Reiss (J Fiction REI)

*The Journal of C. J. Jackson: a Dust Bowl Migrant* by William Durbin (J Fiction DUR)

*Kit’s Short Story Collection* by Valerie Tripp (J Fiction TRI)

*A Long Way From Chicago* by Richard Peck (J Fiction PEC)

*The Luck of the Buttons* by Anne Ylvisaker (J Fiction YLV)

*The Mighty Miss Malone* by Christopher Paul Curtis (J Fiction CUR)

*Missing Grace: A Kit Mystery* by Elizabeth McDavid Jones (J Fiction JON)

*Moon Over Manifest* by Clare Vanderpool (J Fiction VAN)

*Nothing to Fear* by Jackie French Koller (J Fiction KOL)

*Out of the Dust* by Karen Hesse (J Fiction HES)

*Saving Grace* by Priscilla Cummings (J Fiction CUM)

*Strawberry Hill* by Mary Ann Hoberman (J Fiction HOB)

*Survival in the Storm: the Dust Bowl Diary of Grace Edwards* by Katelan Janke (J Fiction JAN)

*Turtle in Paradise* by Jennifer L. Holm (J Fiction HOL)
Juvenile Nonfiction

*Born and Bred in the Great Depression* by Jonah Winter (J 976.406 WIN)

*Children of the Great Depression* by Russell Freedman (J 305.23 FRE)

*Going to School During the Great Depression* by Kerry A. Graves (J 370.973 GRA)

*The Great Depression* by Melissa McDaniel (J 973.916 MAC)

*Headin’ for Better Times: the Art of the Great Depression* by Duane Damon (J 973.916 DAM)

*Life During the Great Depression* by Dennis Nishi (J 973.916 NIS)

*The 1930’s: From the Great Depression to The Wizard of Oz* by Stephen Feinstein (J 973.91 FEI)

*Welcome to Kit’s World, 1934: Growing up During America’s Great Depression* by Harriet Brown (J 973.917 BRO)